A pleasant shopping environment
at C&A Oostpoort
The fashion retail chain C&A aims to keep its doors open all year round. Open doors means
hospitality and a warm welcome. However, things are not always that simple. "With effective
climate separation it is possible to keep the shop doors open all year round," according to
Aize Broersma, sector specialist Retail at Biddle.

C&A Oostpoort
When the shop doors are open, there is an exchange of air. In the winter valuable warm air flows
from the inside to the outside and the cold outside
air disturbs the indoor climate. In the summer the
warm outside air flows into the cooled shop. This
exchange of air can be prevented by using an air
curtain. In order to safeguard the comfort inside the
shop, an effective air curtain is essential.

Energy-efficient climate solution
Compared to other retail chains C&A is at the forefront when it comes to sustainability. It is C&A's ambition to realise a reduction of 3% on energy consumption and CO2 emissions. C&A quickly recognised the importance and essence of an effective air
curtain, because if an air curtain does not work
properly it uses a lot of energy. C&A was looking for
an energy-efficient climate solution providing a high
level of comfort for both shoppers and staff.

The new district of Oostpoort in
Amsterdam-Oost is situated on the
site of the former Oostergasfabriek.
Oostpoort is a charming area with
intimate shopping streets and various attractive squares. C&A
opened a store here early in 2014.
This is one of the first locations that
operate according to the new concept, whereby the colouring of the
shop is predominantly white and
the shop has a much lighter, more
modern and sleek appearance than
before. The location's floor surface
is approximately 880 m2. Due to
effective building insulation and the
internal heat load partly due to
lighting, there is hardly any heat
demand at start-up, apart from the
winter period. This creates much
more emphasis on the air curtains
and the cooling of the shop area.

Unique retail concept
In previous installations C&A used conventional air
conditioning installations but for this project they
chose an integral heat pump concept. Together with
Biddle and Daikin, C&A opted for the VRV IV heat
pump system combined with a CA2 comfort air curtain. In this situation this unique retail concept provides the highest yield. The whole system is controlled by a Priva building management system. The
installation is carried out by Heluto in Diever.

Fully automatic air curtain
The fully automatic CA2 air curtain from Biddle
separates the indoor and outdoor climate perfectly.
The air curtain discharges a hardly noticeable
heated air stream straight down to the floor. The
heated air then flows back into the shop and benefits the indoor climate, instead of it disappearing to
the outside. This saves a lot of energy because
there is no longer an exchange of warm and cold
air. The air curtain is fully automatic, which means
the air quantity and heating capacity are constantly
adapted to the conditions. This ensures a stable
comfort level in the shop.

C&A's open door policy does allow for the
doors to be partially closed in extreme low outside temperatures. Climate separation will then
remain optimal, because the air curtain will
then constantly ensure that cold outside air
does not flow into the shop. This way maximum
comfort for both staff and the shopping public
and, of course, high energy savings remain
guaranteed.

“Biddle offers true climate separation and
not a heating source that
disturbs the indoor climate”
Good collaboration
C&A has a high level of in-house knowledge
regarding climate control. They do, however,
value Aize Broersma as their sounding board.
Biddle and C&A have been successfully collaborating for 17 years. “Biddle offers true climate separation and not a heating source that
disturbs the indoor climate”, according to Rob
Ober, Facility Manager at C&A.
We have not had a really cold winter but C&A
has every confidence that the doors will stay
open this winter!

